Bodies that Leak

Flavia once read somewhere that in western culture,
women were historically understood in science and
medicine as leaky, their menstruation was seen as
evidence of their lack of control of their bodies and, by
extension, of themselves. Flavia could in a certain way
relate to that. She remembers when she first saw her
period, now a long time ago, that stain in her pants,
too brown to be from an injury yet too red to be
excrement. But this leakiness, surely men also had it.
They had nocturnal emissions, didn’t they? Some men
suffer from semen leakage, even when not aroused,
and incontinence can happen to anyone. So leakiness is
part of all of us. Flavia remembers being potty trained,
how proud she was, aged 3 or 4, of being able to go to
the toilet on time. She never really wet her bed as a
child, except that one time when her mother had been
very ill. And she remembers her own grandfather often
having to be changed at night due to his own leakiness,
something she herself may one day need to prepare
for.
Flavia reminisces of being aroused, walking the city and
feeling her juices leak out of her. And she remembers
that time when her waters broke before the birth of her
son, the feeling that she herself was flooding the world
with her body and its fluids. Her baby, conceived with
the sperm from a sperm bank, came in a rush. She
bled so profusely that she required blood transfusions.
A sperm bank changed her life and a blood bank saved
it. Other people’s fluids had had a part in her life.

Flavia remembers breastfeeding her baby and being
amazed at how much milk her breasts produced. Yet
when she used the breast pump to extract milk, seeing
it become a quantifiable fluid outside her body, she was
surprised at how little she actually produced. Other
mothers spoke about their rivers of milk, and she felt
inadequate for her small numbers. The feeling of
expanding, of her boundaries leaking, did not match
what the machine indicated. Similarly, she had often
been baffled seeing the actual volume the menstrual
cup harvested during her period.
She is now in her late sixties. She recently went to the
doctor for a throat and ear check-up and was told that
her aging body is decreasing the amount of saliva,
tears and earwax it produces. She is drying up. But is
she really? Her periods were less intense towards the
end and when they did stop, she felt liberated. A new
era. But she still leaked, the short torrents of sweat at
hot flush moments that she could not escape, a new
lack of control. These days she can still feel aroused,
though not by the same things, sometimes a tickle can
make her produce discharge when she lets her body
float at sea.
She knows her body is changing. Could she still be
measured in terms of her changing fluids? Would her
ageing male peers also be quantifiable material? And
would sexual orientation affect such fluidities? What
can be measured and what for?
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